EVALUATION OF SUPERVISOR OF BACHELOR THESIS

Name and surname of student: **Sabina Adámková**

Title of bachelor thesis: **Social Welfare Centre**

Supervisor of bachelor thesis: **Ing. Iva Broukalová, Ph.D.**

1. Fulfilment of the assignment:
The objectives of the thesis were elaborating of a preliminary structural desing, formwork drawings and for chosen element detailed analysis and drawing of reinforcement layout. The assignment was fulfilled.

2. Comments on student's performance:
The works on the thesis progressed slowly; the student spent a plenty of time on assessing details and losing general overview of the problem.

3. Professional level of the thesis:
The thesis is a bit below average. Nevertheless it complies with requirements on bachelor graduate.

4. Comments:

Grade

| C (good) |

Prague 6. 2. 2018

Supervisor of the bachelor thesis